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Flash CG FF7 - Tifa (20 years) Years Old) Core, Wet,
And Abnormal designed primarily for entertainment

purposes. Was subject to extreme positions of
popularity and popularity. Released in October 2004. It

is an interactive toy with graphics similar to Final
Fantasy X in many ways. Basically, the game's plot is

based on Chinese mythology. In this game, the
protagonist, nicknamed the Yellow Dragon, is the most

successful and powerful sorceress of her time. In
addition, her main enemy, the King of Realms, is also
a powerful sorcerer, gifted with magic and intriguingly
rich in artifacts. The yellow dragon defeats the King of
the Realms in the end, as his strength is in his magic.
The villains living within the king's walls and fleeing

into the forest believe that they will no longer be in the
forest once the Yellow Dragon is dead.Throughout the

game, you have the ability to interact with the game
universe through a gaming interface based on a

common TB ActionScript block system (TWEELBOX
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the SI programming language). On the game "Yellow
Dragon" created 2 films: "T-800 and Sinidezawa

Y.2.0" and "Yellow Drak (Twist) and Blue Dragon."
At the moment, the developer of the game is Yuichi

"Tyros" Yamamoto, which is also the author of a
computer game "VENUS OVER MOON" (more

known as "Veronica"). The game came out in 2005 for
Super Nintendo Entertainment System and Game Boy

Advance, and later for Xbox and PC game console.
The second part of the game was released in 2007 and

was called "Twisted Twilight".
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